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The interviewee and his family
Full name
Iosif Yudelevichus

Where and when were you born?
Kaunas, 25 December 1928

Where else did you live?
Kaunas (Lithuania), Sukhoy Log (Russia)

Your educational level?
Kaunas Polytechnic Institute

What sort of work do/did you do?
Architect, worked in design institute

How religious was your parents’ home? How were you raised?
My parents were not religious, they did no go to the synagogue and they did not
observe traditions

What is your mother tongue?
Lithuanian

What other languages do you speak?
Russian, Yiddish, Ivrit, German

If you were in an army, tell us which army and the dates
Did not serve
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Where were you during the Holocaust?
Evacuation in Sukhoy Log

What did you do after the Holocaust?
Came back to Lithuania, graduated from the institute, worked, currently being a
member of Jewish community, searching people who saved Jews during the war
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Siblings
Their names
David Yudelevichus

Where and when were they born?
Kaunas, 1925

What is their mother tongue?
Lithuanian

Their educational level?
Vilnius institute, faculty of fine art

Their occupations?
Drama critic

Where do/did they live?
Vilnius

Where else did they live?
Sukhoy Log

Do they have children?
Son Leon, daughter Irma, was born in Kaunas in the 1950s, both are
entrepreneurs
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Father

His name?
Abram Yudelevich

Where and when was he born?
Jonava, 1894

Where else did he live?
Tomsk, Sverdlovsk, Sukhoy Log (Russia)

Where and when did he die?
Kaunas, 1955

What sort of education did he have?
University (Sverdlovsk), legal department

What sort of work did he do?
Lawyer

How religious was he?
Atheist

What was his mother tongue?
Yiddish
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Army service: which army and what years?
Did not serve

Tell me about his brothers and sisters. (name, date of birth and death,
occupation, place of residence, family, etc.)

name

place and date of occupation

biographical data

biographical data

describe how religious

birth/death

and origins of

of children

they were

Gitel ( nee

Was rather religious,

Yudelevichene)

observed traditions

spouse
Isaac Yudelevich

Jonava, 1896-

Contractor/

Israel, 1985

builder

Pera Katznelson

Jonava,1900s-

(nee Yudelevich)

Israel, 1997

housewife

Raya Yudelevich
(nee Melamed),
Jew, 1900s-1982

1929, Israel

Emmanuel

Yuri Katznelson,

Katznelson, Jew,

1930s, USA

1890s-1960s

Nina Katznelson,

unreligious

1930s, Israel

Where was he during the Holocaust?
Evacuation in Sukhoy Log

If he survived, what did he do after?
Came back to Lithuania, lived and worked as a lawyer in Kaunas
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Paternal grandfather

Your paternal grandfather’s name?
Lazar Yudelevich

Where and when was he born?
Jonava, 1860s

Where else did he live?
Israel

Where and when did he die?
Israel, 1937

What sort of education did he have?
cheder

What sort of work did he do?
rabbi

How religious was he?
Grandfather was a very religious man, do not know the details

What was his mother tongue?
Yiddish
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Army service: which army and what years?
Did not serve

Tell me about his brothers and sisters.
name

place and

occupation

biographical

biographical

describe how

date of

data and

data of

religious they

birth/death

origins of

children

were

spouse
No
information

Where was he during the Holocaust?
Died before
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Paternal grandmother
Your paternal grandmother’s name?
Gitel Yudelevich (nee Chazan)

Where and when was she born?
Jonava, 1870s

Where and when did she die?
Jonava, 1920s

What sort of education did she have?
Home Jewish education

What sort of work did she do?
housewife

How religious was she?
Grandmother was very religious. I do not know the way she looked. I had never
seen her or her picture

What was her mother tongue?
Yiddish

Tell me about his brothers and sisters.
name

place and

occupation

biographical

biographical

describe how

date of

data and

data of

religious they

birth/death

origins of

children

were
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spouse
No
information

Where was she during the Holocaust?
Died before
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Mother

Her name?
Taube Yudelevich (nee Pagirskaya)

Where and when was she born?
Jonava, 1898

Where else did she live?
Kaunas, Sukhoy Log

Where and when did she die?
Kaunas, 1976

What sort of education did she have?
Lyceum

What sort of work did she do?
Housewife

How religious was she?
Mother was not religious, did not observe traditions

What was her mother tongue?
Yiddish

Tell me about his brothers and sisters.
name

place and date of occupation

biographical data

biographical data

describe how religious
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birth/death

and origins of

of children

they were

Reuben Leib

Ester Gulyemo

Was not religious,

spouse
Masha Granevich

Jonava, 1887-

housewife

(nee Pagirskaya)

Concentration

Granevich, Jew,

(nee Granevich),

observed some

camp Stuttgof

1880s-1930s

1908-2000

traditions

(Poland), 1945

Nehama Blat (nee
Granevich), 19101978
Hanna Zimrani
(nee Granevich),
1914, Israel

Frida

Jonava, 1890-

Shlapoberskaya

Israel, 1970

housewife

(nee Pagirskaya)

Boris

Aria Shlapoberskiy, Was not religious,

Shlapoberskiy,

1913-1959

observed some

Jew, 1880s-1935

Eliahu

traditions

Shlapoberskiy,
1915-1963
Malka Mayzel

Jonava, 1891-

(nee Pagirskaya)

Vilnius, 1941

housewife

Lipman Mayzel,

Efraim Mayzel,

Was not religious,

Jew, 1890s-1941

1915-1973

observed some

Miriam Mayzel,

traditions

1928-1941
Benjamin

Jonava, 1892-

No

Ella Pagirskaya

Efraiml Pagirskiy,

was rather religious,

Pagirskiy

Israel, 1953

information

(nee

1920s, Israel

observed traditions

Sagalovskaya),

Rahel ? (nee

and holidays

Jew, 1890s-

Pagirskaya), 1922,

1960s

Israel

Haya Pagirskaya

Isi Pagirskiy, 1935, Was not religious,

(nee Feinstein),

Israel

observed some

Jew, 1900s-?

Aba Pagirskiy,

traditions

Haim Itshak

Jonava, 1902-

Pagirskiy

Egypt, 1942

Doctor

1937, Israel
Bluma Epstein

Jonava, 1904-

(nee Pagirskaya)

Vilnius, 1985

housewife

Jacob Epstein,

Anna Epstein,

Jew, 1900s-1985

1930-1941

Atheist

Dalia, Epstein,
1937
David Pagirskiy

Jonava, 1907-

No

Maya Pagirskaya

Ilana Rozental

was rather religious,

Kaunas, 1941

information

(nee Kanber),

(nee Pagirskaya),

observed traditions

1910s-1945

1937

and holidays

Dalia Pagirskaya,
1937-1980
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Where was she during the Holocaust?
Evacuation in Sukhoy Log

If she survived, what did she do after?
Lived with husband and children in Kaunas, retired
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Maternal grandfather

Your maternal grandfather’s name?
Avel Pagirskiy (Jewish name Aba)

Where and when was he born?
Jonava, 1866

Where and when did he die?
Jonava, 1936

What sort of education did he have?
Cheder

What sort of work did he do?
Merchant

How religious was he?
Grandfather was rather religious, wore kippah, when going to the synagogue, on
holidays and Sabbath, observed traditions and marked holidays

What was his mother tongue?
Yiddish

Army service: which army and what years?
Did not serve

Tell me about his brothers and sisters.
name

place and

occupation

biographical

biographical

describe how
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date of

data and

data of

religious they

birth/death

origins of

children

were

spouse
Mikhail

Only their

Pagirskiy,

names are

Noex Pagirskiy, known. It is
Haya Shapiro

not known

(nee

when they

Pagirskaya),

were born

Reizl ?

and what

(nee

happened to

Pagirskaya),

them

Benjamin
Pagirskiy

Where was he during the Holocaust?
Died before
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Maternal grandmother

Your maternal grandmother’s name?
Sarah Pagirskaya (nee Krasko)

Where and when was she born?
Jonava, 1865

Where else did she live?
Kaunas

Where and when did she die?
Kaunas, 1941

What sort of education did she have?
Home Jewish education, was a rather educated woman

What sort of work did she do?
housewife

How religious was she?
Grandmother was rather religious, covered her head only when going to the
synagogue, marked holidays and observed traditions

What was her mother tongue?
Yiddish
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Tell me about his brothers and sisters.
name

place and

occupation

biographical

biographical

describe how

date of

data and

data of

religious they

birth/death

origins of

children

were

spouse
Pesya Beilis

Only their

(nee Krasko), names are
Rahel Buch

known. It is

(nee Krasko), not known
Leya

when they

Shimkovich

were born

(nee Krasko), and what
Etle

happened to

Rastovskaya,

them

Rivl
Girshovich
(nee Krasko),
Teibl
Rezenburg
(nee Krasko),
Haya ? (nee
Krasko)

Where was she during the Holocaust?
Kaunas ghetto, perished in 1941 during the first action
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